DMICC-COVID 19 and Diabetes
March 3, 2021
Agenda

12:00 PM  Welcoming remarks and setting the stage
William T. Cefalu, MD, Director of the Division of Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic Diseases, National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (DDEM/NIDDK/NIH)

Session I: Diabetes and COVID-19: Bi-directional relationship, acute and long-term considerations
Moderator, Miranda Broadney, MD, MPH (DDEM/NIDDK/NIH)

12:10-12:30  The Impact of COVID-19 on Diabetes – Epidemiology, Morbidity & Mortality, and the Potential Pathogenic Mechanisms Influenced by SARS-CoV-2 Infection
Mark Atkinson, PhD (JDRF nPOD Executive Director; Director, Diabetes Institute, The University of Florida)

12:30-12:50  Metabolic Derangements of the Acute COVID-19 Syndrome: Pathophysiology, Interventions and Outcomes
Steven E. Kahn, MB, ChB (Director, Diabetes Research Center, University of Washington; VA Puget Sound Health Care System)

12:50-1:10  Long COVID: Late SARS-CoV-2 sequelae in patients without and with diabetes
Eva L Feldman, MD, PhD (Russell N DeJong Professor of Neurology, University of Michigan)

1:10-1:30  Discussion-Gaps and Opportunities

1:30-1:40  BREAK

Session II: Opportunities for COVID-19 and diabetes via research-registries
Moderator, Maren Laughlin, PhD (DDEM/NIDDK/NIH)

1:40-1:50  Understanding COVID and Diabetes: CDC Current Projects & Collaborations
Sharon Saydah, PhD (CDR USPHS, COVID-19 Response, Epi TF-Natural History Team Lead, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Division of Viral Diseases, Respiratory Viruses Branch)

1:50-2:00  The National COVID Cohort Collaborative (N3C)
John B. Buse, MD, PhD (Verne Caviness Distinguished Professor; Chief, Division of Endocrinology; Director, Diabetes Center; University of North Carolina School of Medicine)

2:00-2:10  COVID-19, Cardiovascular Health, and Diabetes
David C. Goff, MD, PhD (Director, Division of Cardiovascular Sciences, NHLBI)

2:10-2:20  CoviDIAB Project
Robert H. Eckel, MD, FAHA, FACC (Professor of Medicine Emeritus, Division of Endocrinology, Metabolism & Diabetes; Division of Cardiology; University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Center)

2:20-2:35  Discussion

2:35-2:45  BREAK
Session III: Round Table Discussion of Gaps and Opportunities

2:45-3:05  Updates from other Federal Agencies

3:05-3:45  Considering short- and long-term gaps and priorities

3:45-4:00  Closing remarks